Seon, 14 January 2021

Biocasa is now part of Bio Partner
L'unica costante nella vita è il cambiamento
The only constant in life is change (quote: Heraclitus)

Biocasa's logo is dominated by five roots representing the five locations of the Biocasa stores in
Switzerland’s sunniest region. Having taken over the stores, we are now building on the dream pursued
by Bruno Gautschin and Elisabeth Kühne Gautschin and are offering staff and consumers prospects for
the future.
As well as being a successful chain of specialist organic product stores in Ticino, the Biocasa shops in
Agno, Ascona, Bellinzona, Losone and Lugano also serve as meeting points for people who appreciate
nature and healthy food. The owners built and managed the five stores with heart and soul and with
enormous dedication. Elisabeth has now decided to explore new horizons and has been actively seeking
a successor who will carry on the specialist organic business and lead Bioasa to a successful future.
Biocasa has joined Bio Partner with retroactive effect from 1 January 2021.
Elisabeth would like to devote herself fully to her great passion, which is offering courses and consulting
services in the field of nutrition according to traditional Chinese medicine and the Sanathana Sai
Sanjeevini, a spiritual approach to harnessing one’s own life force.
We wish her fulfilment and success on this new path with all out heart. Thank you for the trust you have
placed in us in handing over the reins of the company. We look forward to bringing the energetic
atmosphere, openness and joie de vivre of the Ticinese along on Biocasa’s further journey and face the
future with joy, energy and confidence.
Together, we will make Bio Partner better for you every day.
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